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GRADUATE COURSE 
CATALOG 
Listed alphabetically by prefix code  
[Indication of ‘typical term course offered’ is a general 
guideline for informational purposes only and is subject to 
change.] 
 
COMMON COURSE NUMBERS WHICH MAY BE USED 
ACROSS GRADUATE DEPARTMENTS 
 
___593 Seminar Course (1 – 6) Beginning master’s level, 
non-regular course offered occasionally which covers topics 
selected by the department.  
___691 Independent Study (0.5 – 6) Individualized study of a 
topic of interest beyond the content of regular course 
offerings, involving a minimum of 1 – 3 meetings with 
instructor during semester. . Contract required. 
___692 Directed Study (0.5 – 6) A faculty-directed study on a 
topic of interest beyond the content of regular course 
offerings. Requires a minimum of 50 minutes per week with 
instructor during the semester. Contract required. 
___693 Seminar Course (1 – 6) Upper master’s level, non-
regular course offered occasionally which covers topics 
selected by the department.  
___635 Internship (0.5 – 9) Course and grade based on time 
spent in practical experience; required in several. Contract 
required. 
___799 Graduate Thesis/Project (1 – 9) Course to allow 
graduate students working on master’s level research, theses 
or creative projects to remain enrolled until satisfactory 
completion of the requirement. Load Credit/Credit/No Credit. 
Contract required.  

ACCOUNTING GRADUATE 
ACG 501 (3) Advanced Auditing—This course focuses on 
advanced topics related to auditing standards. This course 
utilizes case studies to explore the auditor’s ethical 
responsibilities, the profession’s impact on stakeholders, 
auditing techniques, internal control evaluation, fraud 
detection, and other contemporary auditing issues. 
Prerequisites: ACC 402 or equivalent. (Occasional offering in 
Spring) 
ACG 502 (3) Advanced Taxation—This course will explore 
the rules affecting regular taxation of corporations from initial 
organization, to capital structure, distributions, dissolution, and 
liquidation. Specifically, this course focuses on advanced 
issues related to Federal income taxation of partnerships, 
corporations, S-corporations, estates, trusts, and gifts. 
Prerequisites: ACC 307 or equivalent. (Occasional offering in 
Fall) 

BIOLOGY EDUCATION 
BLG 510 (3) Advanced Topics in Biology—Students will 
work under the direct supervision of a faculty member in the 
biology department to select topic(s) that will best supplement 
and enhance the student's educational experience in the 
biological sciences. The student will complete readings 
including those assigned from primary research articles and 
submit for evaluation reports and research papers on the 
selected topics. Laboratory work may be included in the study 

of a particular topic. Oral presentations may also be required. 
(Contract course) 
BLG 610 (3) Advanced Independent Research—Students 
will work under the direct supervision of a faculty member in 
the biology department to select, design and carry to 
completion an independent scientific research project of a 
biological nature. The project will generally relate to the area 
of biological education. A research paper of the quality to be 
presented in a professional scientific meeting at the state or 
national level must be written upon completion of the research 
project. Prerequisite: BLG 510. (Contract course) 

CHEMISTRY EDUCATION 
CHG 510 (3) Advanced Topics in Chemistry—Students will 
work under the direct supervision of a faculty member in the 
chemistry department to select topic(s) that will best 
supplement and enhance the student's educational 
experience in the chemical sciences. The student will 
complete readings including those assigned from primary 
research articles and submit for evaluation reports and 
research papers on the selected topics. Laboratory work may 
be included in the study of a particular topic. Oral 
presentations may also be required. (Contract course) 
CHG 610 (3) Advanced Independent Research—Students 
will work under the direct supervision of a faculty member in 
the chemistry department to select, design and carry to 
completion an independent scientific research project of a 
chemical nature. The project will generally relate to the area of 
chemical education. A research paper of the quality to be 
presented in a professional scientific meeting at the state or 
national level must be written upon completion of the research 
project. Prerequisite: CHG 510. (Contract course)  

DIGITAL STORYTELLING 
DSG 502 (1) Intro to Graduate Communications—This 
course is designed to introduce MA and MFA students to 
graduate study in the School of Communication Arts. Students 
will investigate topics such as academic and professional goal 
setting, time management, how to thrive in an online learning 
environment, and scholarly research and writing. Students will 
also become acquainted with the resources, culture, and 
mission of both the School of Communication Arts and the 
wider Asbury Community. (Typically Fall) 
DSG 520 (3) Tools for Writers—Upon completion of the 
course, student should be able to format scripts, understand 
contracts and the studio system, pitch ideas and scripts, and 
articulate how personal faith impacts creativity and acts as a 
creative guide. (Typically Fall) 
DSG 550 (3) Master Storytelling Seminar—This online 
course will focus on developing analyses and critiques of 
master storytellers. We will cover the essential elements of 
Story Structure and Text Analysis, particularly as they apply to 
film, television and theater storytelling. Attention will be given 
to the universal story elements drawn from God’s creation and 
Biblical storytelling. Online only. (Typically Fall) 
DSG 582 (3) Feature Film Screenwriting—A writing course 
in film and television. Original screenplays will be developed. 
Includes lab for script development and discussion of three act 
structure and story development. Prerequisite: DSG 550 or 
621. (Typically Spring) 
DSG 585 (3) Cross-Platform Storytelling—Students will 
learn the theoretical foundations of designing nonlinear and 
interactive narratives across a variety of communication 
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technology contexts, including social media, virtual worlds and 
video games. This course will be writing-intensive, with 
projects focused on creating effective narratives for multiple 
digital platforms. Upon completion of this course, students will 
possess the theoretical and practical knowledge to produce 
quality stories in a diversified media landscape. Prerequisite: 
DSG 550 or 621. Online only. (Typically Spring) 
DSG 588 (3) Directing the Actor—The course explores how 
to interact with and direct actors appearing on screen. 
Students will learn how to break down screenplays, scenes, 
and sequences in order to help their actors understand the 
vision they are trying to create. Coursework will involve in-
class directing exercises and out-of-class short films/short 
scenes focusing on the performance of the actors and 
exploring how that is best captured. (Occasional Offering) 
DSG 600 (3) Reading the Great Scripts—What do Preston 
Sturges, William Goldman, Joseph Mankiewicz, Billy Wilder, 
and Christopher Nolan have in common?  They are great 
screenwriters. Students will read the scripts of the greatest 
screenwriters and analyze them for story structure, dialogue, 
pacing, character development, action and all the many 
elements that make up the emotional Swiss watch we call a 
screenplay. Online only. (Typically every other Spring-even 
years) 
DSG 610 (3) Cinematography Theory & Practice—An in-
depth exploration of the theory and practice of 
cinematography and lighting for film and television. Students 
will study the techniques of the leading directors of 
photography. Prerequisite: MC 302 or equivalent. Online only. 
(Typically Summer)    
DSG 612 (3) Summer Film Production—An intensive 
experiential learning environment in which students will learn 
from professionals while working as crew members on a 
feature-length film. Will provide students basic working 
knowledge of both the skills of the motion-picture set and 
production operations. Online coursework is required before 
the class begins. Successful completion of this class also 
results in production certification. Fee. (Typically Summer) 
DSG 613 (3) Summer Television Production— An intensive 
experiential learning environment in which students will learn 
from professionals while working as crew members on a 
television production. Will provide students basic working 
knowledge of both the skills of the live-television production 
venue and production operations. Online coursework is 
required before the class begins. Successful completion of this 
class also results in production certification. Fee. (Typically 
Summer) 
DSG 614 (3) Writing the One-Hour Drama—This course will 
move students from theory to practice in its focus on the 
writing of a one-hour dramatic television show. Students will 
create their own original pilot, determining how their series will 
function and what the genre will be. They will move from 
outline to draft and then a final script. Prerequisite DSG 550. 
Online only. (Typically every other Spring-odd years) 
DSG 616 (3) Writing the Half-Hour Comedy—This course 
explores the creation of the weekly half-hour episodic 
television program by examining the acting and story 
structure, scene development, pacing the voicing of 
characters, and the pragmatics of weekly program production. 
Students will go through the process of creating a “spec” script 
for an existing comedy series, including “pitching” their story 
ideas, developing plot elements, creating a scene outline, and 

finally writing a “table draft” script. Prerequisite DSG 550. 
Online only. (Typically every other Fall-odd years)  
DSG 620 (3) Rewriting the Script—The course covers the 
actual process of rewriting something created in a previous 
writing course class. This includes what to expect through 
development, how to address studio/producer notes, how to 
handle a rewrite meeting, and pitching your take on a rewrite 
job. Prerequisite: DSG 550 and one of the following: DSG 582, 
612, 614, or 616. Online only. (Typically every other Spring-
odd years) 
DSG 625 (3) Deconstructing the Documentary: Myths, 
Propaganda, & the Truth—This course will review the history 
and agendas of documentaries from Robert Flaherty, to Leni 
Riefenstahl, to Michael Moore to Ken Burns to Morgan 
Spurlock to Dana Brown. Students will read relevant articles, 
books and review a planned succession of documentary films 
and series. They will post weekly essays reflecting a 
thoughtful analysis of the meaning and agendas of the various 
documentaries reviewed. Learning outcomes will include 
research strategies, critical analysis and worldview insight. 
Prerequisite: DSG 550 or 621. Online only. (Typically Fall) 
DSG 630 (3) Viral Marketing: Methods, Messages & 
Media—In this online course, students will learn the 
theoretical foundations of viral marketing, as well as how to 
successfully apply viral marketing concepts to a 
communication campaign. Student will investigate real-life 
viral marketing examples in diverse contexts, including 
political, business and non-profit/ministry arenas. Online only. 
(Typically Spring) 
DSG 640 (2) Communication Research Methods: 
Creativity, Tools & Evaluation—This course provides 
graduate students with the theoretical and practical knowledge 
necessary to ask meaningful research questions and to 
investigate those questions appropriately. Assignments will 
allow students to apply course concepts within their own 
specific vocational contexts. Online only. (Typically Fall)   
DSG 642 (3) Media Ethics & Criticism—Students will read, 
review, and analyze ethical philosophies and criticism using a 
Biblical worldview, and will then apply relevant principles to 
critique current examples of media storytelling. Online only. 
(Typically Fall) 
DSG 650 (3) The Business of Media—So you have a 
screenplay. Now what?  Learn how to start with the end in 
mind: Exhibition, and reverse engineer the process through 
distribution, marketing, financing, and assembling the creative 
team to make a green light for the project possible. Other 
topics will include working with agents & managers, the 
development process, and creating a budget. Online only. 
(Typically every other Fall-odd years) 
DSG 655 (3) Directing for Television & Film—Students will 
explore the role of the director in television and film. The 
course will be a mix of theory and hands-on directing 
experiences. Students must provide their own video camera 
and editing equipment for this class. Recommendations are 
available from the instructor. Online only. (Typically every 
other Spring-even years) 
DSG 680 (3) Los Angeles Media Workshop—Students will 
spend two week in Los Angeles in an intensive exploration of 
the various facets of television and film production. This 
workshop-style course will spend time with production 
professionals and cover areas such as lighting, design, 
writing, studio back lots and acting. Students must have 
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completed a minimum of 30 credit hours in order to take this 
class. (Typically summer) 
DSG 691 (1-3) Independent Study—Individualized study of a 
top of interest beyond the content of regular course offerings, 
involving a minimum of 1-3 meetings with instructor during 
semester. May be taken more than once. (Contract course) 
DSG 692 (3) Directed Study—A supervised, directed study of 
a selected topic in cinema or digital storytelling. May be taken 
more than once. (Contract Course) 
DSG 710 (3) Apprenticeship Program—(generally off-
campus) Graduate students will serve in an apprenticeship 
role directly under a qualified experienced industry 
professional (resume must be presented to faculty) in the 
production of a movie, advanced web site, magazine or the 
production of a music CD. This program requires a minimum 
of 160 hours under the guidance of a professor and/or 
qualified industry professional. Faculty strongly recommends a 
secular apprenticeship. Must be approved by faculty advisor. 
(Contract Course) 
DSG 799 (1-6) Master’s Thesis/Creative Project—This is a 
guided individualized mentoring experience in which the 
student is assisted through their creative project under the 
direction of a faculty member. Projects may include a research 
paper, video/film project (20-30 minutes in length), a viral 
campaign, audio project or other media-related project. This 
usually takes more than one semester for completion. 
Creative project must be approved by the faculty advisor 
before beginning the project. Minimum 5 or 6 credits required 
for degree depending on catalog year. May be repeated 
additional semesters for 1.0 credit each semester to continue 
work until final graduate faculty approval is obtained. 
Prerequisite: Must have completed a minimum of 12 hours 
before beginning the thesis. Repeatable. Load 
Credit/Credit/No Credit. (Contract Course) 

EDUCATION GRADUATE 
EDG 500 (2) Clinical Component I—This course, in 
conjunction with clinical experiences, provides prospective 
teacher education candidates a variety of concepts, skills and 
performances considered essential to the successful 
completion of a graduate degree at Asbury University. 
Experiences will include introduction to the conceptual 
framework, the performance assessment system, the digital 
course management system, writing, and library skills. The 
clinical experience portion is the first integrated clinical 
experience designed to provide authentic exposure to public 
school classrooms. Clinicals: 50 hours. Fee. (Typically Fall) 
EDG 501 (1) Literacy Skills for Advanced Degrees—The 
intent of this course is to provide candidates with enhanced 
reading and writing skills to support their graduate work. 
Students will be assigned as needed or if admitted on 
probationary status. This credit does not count toward a 
degree. May be taken a maximum of three times. 
Fee. (Occasional Offering)   
EDG 505 (3) Learning Theories & Performance 
Assessment—Designed to examine classical learning 
theories of the motivation and cognitive development of 
human behavior. Future teachers will be trained to interpret 
the results of standardized achievement tests, and to create 
performance-based assessment items, and develop teacher-
made tests which take into account a student's individual 
approaches to learning. Fee. (Typically Summer) 

EDG 510 (3) Culture, Design & Management for Secondary 
Schools—A study of theory, culture, methodology, and 
environment. Classroom culture, climate, daily organization, 
conferencing skills, managing the work load, teaching style, as 
well as teacher/student and teacher/parent relationships will 
be explored. Emphasis will be given to the moral dimension of 
teaching and classroom interaction. Fee. (Typically Spring) 
EDG 525 (3) Middle School Curriculum & Methodologies—
Focuses on curriculum concepts and teaching strategies for 
students in the middle grades. Attention will be given to the 
philosophy and educational structure appropriate for the 
middle grades. Methods and materials related to particular 
academic emphases will be provided. Time is given to unit 
and lesson plans. Fee. (Typically Spring) 
EDG 585 (3) Literacy for the Secondary School—Theories, 
methods, and techniques that address the literacy needs of 
secondary students in all disciplines will be included in this 
course. An overview of the various aspects of the reading 
process with an emphasis on the specialized disciplinary 
literacy demands of reading and writing in the content area. 
Fee. (Typically Summer) 
EDG 591 (1-3) Directed Study—Opportunity for students to 
do additional study in an area of need or interest. Fee. 
(Contract course) 
EDG 593 (1-3) Graduate Seminar—Seminars, special cross-
cultural and diverse graduate experiences as well as extended 
field experiences supervised by faculty, with appropriate 
reading and assessment. Fee. (Occasional Offering)   
EDG 595 (1-3) Graduate Extended Field Experience—
Extends the graduate field experiences currently integrated 
within each of the Graduate Education majors. It will (a) assist 
the student to connect theory and practice; (b) provide a 
sense of flow and schedule of a typical school day; (c) enable 
in-depth and extended interaction with classroom teachers 
and students, and (d) help the candidates apply content from 
graduate course work in lesson planning and teaching. 
Candidates are involved in planning for and implementing 
lessons for both small and whole group instruction. This 
course also offers expanded opportunities for candidates who 
desire additional experiences in urban settings or with 
students who have diverse learning needs. Fee. (Occasional 
Offering)   
EDG 601 (2) Graduate Education Clinical Component II—
This is the second integrated clinical course that provides 
prospective teacher education candidates with analytical 
experiences across various disciplines through inquiry-based 
instruction with P-12 students. Candidates will spend 150 
clinical/field hours in a variety of authentic settings where they 
will build upon experiences in EDG 500. Performance work 
sample requirements will include design, diagnosis, analysis, 
and prescribing to enhance student success. This component 
is also designed to further facilitate students’ ability to work in 
schools with a high population of P-12 diverse students. 
Supervision and mentoring with be provided for each 
educator. Clinicals: 150 hours. Prerequisite: EDG 500. Fee. 
(Typically Fall) 
EDG 605 (3) Foundations of Learning—The purpose of this 
course is to show how philosophical ideas about education 
developed over time, with due regard to historical influences 
and settings and with an emphasis on how these ideas 
continue to have relevance for education and life. Theories of 
learning, cultural influences, and environmental factors will be 
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explored within varying educational contexts. Fee. (Typically 
Fall & Summer) 
EDG 628 (2) Interventions for Differentiation—The course 
focus is the teacher’s role in creating collaborative structures 
that provide interventions to ensure the learning for each child. 
Through two modules of study that impact student learning 
and classroom management, candidates analyze Response to 
Intervention (RTI) for students as well as analyze and assess 
effective collaboration models for English Language Learners 
(ELL) and students with exceptionalities. To ensure the needs 
of all students can be met in the regular education 
classrooms, students will acquire an understanding of 
language acquisition theories and research based practices 
for English Language Learners. Students will design an 
Intervention for Differentiation Plan of Action. Module 1: 
Response to Intervention (RTI) for Students; Module 2: 
Building Collaborative Models of Instruction for English 
Language Learners and Students with Exceptionalities Fee. 
(Typically Spring & Summer)   
EDG 630 (3) Secondary Methods & Strategies—The study 
of methods, materials and strategies used in current education 
and the development of skills in relating these to the teaching-
learning process is the focus of this course. Aims and 
objectives for teaching a specific discipline are included as 
well as curriculum, unit and lesson planning, assessment, and 
use of technology. Strategies for the 21st Century learner will 
be integrated throughout this course. Fee. (Typically Fall) 
EDG 636 (2) Instructional Technologies—An array of 
instructional technologies will be included to facilitate the 
education of all students. Technological experiences will 
include: instructional software integration, presentation 
software, interactive multimedia applications, authoring 
software web-based instructional technology, and video 
editing. Productivity software and assistive devices specific to 
the field of special education will be explored. Fee. (Typically 
Spring & Summer)  
EDG 680 (3) Research Development—The three 
components of assessment theory, research design and 
learning to analyze data are addressed, resulting in leadership 
guided by decision-oriented educational research. Fee. 
(Typically Fall)  
EDG 681 (1) Research Project—The research proposal 
developed in EDG 680 is implemented by using the research 
design to collect data, analyze and interpret the data, and 
present the results of the research in a written format and by 
oral presentation. Credit is received when project is presented 
and approved. Student must register for additional semesters 
for 1.0 credit each until final passing approval is obtained. 
Prerequisite: EDG 680. Load Credit/Credit/No Credit. Fee. 
(Typically Spring; Summer - with prior department approval. 
Contract required for each additional term) 
EDG 700 (2) Graduate Education Clinical Component III 
(For MAT Candidates with Option 6 Alternative 
Certification—This third integrated clinical course provides 
prospective Option 6 Alternative Certification route teacher 
candidates with continued analytical experiences across 
various disciplines through inquiry-based instruction with P-12 
students. Candidates will spend 150 clinical/field hours in a 
variety of authentic settings where they will build upon 
experiences in EDG 500 and 601. Performance work sample 
requirements will include design, diagnosis, robust data 
analysis, and prescribing to enhance student success. This 
component is also designed to further facilitate students’ 

ability to work in schools with a high population of P-12 
diverse students. Supervision and mentoring will be provided 
for each educator. Clinicals: 150 hours. Prerequisite: EDG 
601. Fee. (Typically Spring) 
EDG 701 and 702 (2-6) Graduate Education Clinical 
Component III (For MAT Candidates Without Option 6)—
This third integrated clinical course provides prospective 
teacher education candidates with continued analytical 
experiences across various disciplines through inquiry-based 
instruction with P-12 students. For those candidates in the 
MAT program and who are not currently employed as a 
teacher by a school district, a teaching experience of 70 days 
will be required in a variety of authentic settings where they 
will build upon experiences in EDG 500 and 601. Supervision 
and mentoring will be provided for each educator. Following 
meeting with Director of Clinical Experiences, candidates will 
be registered by the School of Education for the necessary 
clinical courses (6 hours total). Prerequisites: EDG 601. Fee. 
(Typically Spring) 
EDG 793 (1-3) Leadership Seminar—Leadership seminars, 
cross-cultural and diverse leadership experiences and special 
extended field experiences supervised by faculty, with 
appropriate reading and assessment. Fee. (Occasional 
Offering)   
EDG 795 (1-3) Extended Leadership Field Experience—
This course extends the field experiences currently integrated 
within each of the graduate leadership majors. It will (a) assist 
the candidate to connect theory and practice; (b) provide a 
sense of flow and schedule for leadership in a typical school 
day; (c) enable in-depth and extended interaction with school 
administrators, classroom teachers, students, and parents, 
and (d) help the leadership candidate apply content from 
leadership courses. Candidates are involved in planning for 
and implementing leadership activities for both small and large 
groups. This course also offers expanded opportunities for 
candidates who desire additional experiences in urban 
settings or with students who have diverse learning needs. 
Fee. (Occasional Offering)   

ENGLISH EDUCATION 
ELG 510 (3) Advanced Topics in English—Students work 
under the direct supervision of a faculty member in the English 
Department to select topic(s) that will best supplement and 
enhance the student’s educational experience in English 
studies. The student will complete readings including those 
assigned from primary research articles and submit for 
evaluation reports and research papers on the selected topics. 
Oral presentations may also be required. (Contract course) 
ELG 610 (3) Advanced Independent Research—Students 
work under the direct supervision of a faculty member in the 
English Department to select, design and carry to completion 
an independent research project related to studies in English. 
The project will generally relate to the area of English 
education. A research paper of the quality to be presented in a 
professional language or literature meeting at the state or 
national level must be written upon completion of the research 
project. (Contract course) 

FRENCH EDUCATION   
FRG 510 (3) Advanced Topics in French—Each student will 
work under the direct supervision of a member of the French 
faculty to select areas of study that will best supplement and 
enhance the student’s educational preparation in French. A 
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course plan will be mutually agreed upon and undertaken by 
the student. Evaluation of the student’s work may be through 
assigned written work, research reports, tests, oral 
presentations, conferences with faculty, etc. (Contract course) 
FRG 610 (3) Advanced Independent Research in French—
With the guidance and approval of a member of the French 
faculty, the student will choose a research topic or topics, 
engage in extensive research, and produce an agreed upon 
product of the research. Topics for the professional 
development of the P-12 French educator must involve a 
French-speaking culture and may be in such areas as history, 
contemporary culture, literature, linguistics and language. 
(Contract course) 

INSTRUCTIONAL DESIGN GRADUATE 
IDG 550 (2) Project Management—This course explores 
project management methodologies, procedures, and tools 
and their applications related to the creation and 
implementation of educational and training solutions. The 
course emphasizes strategies for managing human, financial, 
and technology resources based upon the constraints, scope, 
and nature of the project being designed. Online only. 
(Occasional Offering) 

LEADERSHIP IN EDUCATION 
LDG 614 (3) Instructional Leadership—Module I: This 
course provides facilitation of a variety of skills considered 
essential to the successful completion of the Literacy 
Specialist degree at Asbury University. Module II: Benchmarks 
of instruction will be explored using the standards within 
content areas of instruction with strategies to align and deliver 
that content. Module III: Facilitation of developing effective 
interpersonal communication skills as well as coaching and 
collaboration will be provided. Fee. (Typically Fall)   
LDG 704 (3) School Turnaround Action Research Project: 
Modeling Highly Effective Leadership in Low Performing 
Schools. Part 1, Level II—This course immerses the 
instructional leader with current school improvement and 
turnaround school research and provides the candidate 
clinical supervision in a low performing school setting. This 
course will provide strategies for leading and evaluating staff 
in low performing schools, building and sustaining community, 
leading positive school culture and directing intervention 
programs for gap students. An emphasis will be placed on 
working to transform education through research based 
effective staffing strategies, use of data to pinpoint 
instructional needs, professional development to address 
adversity and diverse perspectives as well as incorporating an 
enriched curriculum, including the arts. Candidates develop a 
leadership portfolio to demonstrate a depth of understanding 
of Turnaround School Models through the application of the 
ISLLC standards, the Kentucky Dispositions, Dimensions and 
Functions, and Technology Standards for School 
Administrators. Clinicals: 15 hours. Fee. (Typically Summer) 
LDG 705 (3) School Turnaround Progress Plan: Modeling 
Highly Effective Leadership in Low Performing Schools. 
Part 2, Level II—This course continues to provide the 
leadership candidate clinical supervision as he or she 
completes Level II requirements. This course provides 
additional field experiences that address strategies for 
effective school turnaround and reform. It incorporates the use 
of the action research collected and analyzed in LDG 704 and 
includes effective use of 21st century technology, education 

accountability, and the driving principles that underpin school 
reform. Candidates continue to develop and complete a 
leadership portfolio that demonstrates a depth of 
understanding of turnaround school research and the ISLLC 
standards, the Kentucky Dispositions, Dimensions and 
Functions, and Technology Standards for School 
Administrators. At the culmination of this study, candidates will 
present their portfolios to an Evaluation Committee comprised 
of higher education and public school partners. Clinicals: 15 
hours. Fee. (Typically Summer) 
LDG 706 (3) Director of Pupil Personnel: Leading Student 
Services—Candidates in this course will engage in the 
establishment of goals for pupil services based upon data; 
develop organizational plans for DPP services; determine 
resources needed for pupil services; evaluate programs for 
improvement; and plan for implementation of systems for 
effective communication, training for teachers, administrators, 
students, parents, community members and stakeholders. 
Candidates will continue to develop and complete a leadership 
portfolio that demonstrates a depth of understanding of 
effective school research and leadership standards, the 
Kentucky Dispositions, Dimensions and Functions, and 
Technology Standards for School Administrators. Clinicals: 15 
hours. (Typically Summer) 
LDG 707: (3) Director of Pupil Personnel: 
Seminar/Practicum—In this course candidates will spend 15 
hours in clinical experiences with a successful DPP for the 
purpose of engaging in services for all students, investigating 
district policy and procedures as related to the pupil personnel 
services and collaborating with building administrators. 
Candidates will acquire skills in monitoring community 
demographics, emerging trends, resources, and pertinent 
student data. Candidates will learn to ensure compulsory 
attendance, investigate habitual truants, seek elimination of 
causes for irregular attendance, how to conduct effective 
home visits, interview students and parents, and create 
methods for reporting to superintendent and other 
stakeholders. Candidates will continue to develop and 
complete a leadership portfolio that demonstrates a depth of 
understanding effective school research and leadership 
standards. Clinicals: 15 hours. (Typically Summer) 
LDG 708 (3) Roles/Responsibilities of Superintendents— 
This course is a combination of clinical field experiences and 
class work, offered in an online environment but utilizing ‘face 
to face’ opportunities as well (hybrid model). Course themes 
include the study of the specific tasks of a school district 
superintendent, including leadership theory/development, 
school-based councils, board leadership and its impact on 
student learning, time management, culturally responsive 
leadership, capacity building, and ethics. Candidates will 
collaborate with a current school superintendent in designing 
and developing a Capstone Project that can be utilized by the 
participating district. (Typically Fall) 
LDG 709 (3) Instructional Planning for Student Learning— 
This course is a combination of clinical field experiences and 
class work, offered in an online environment but utilizing ‘face 
to face’ opportunities as well (hybrid model). Course themes 
include the study of community engagement focused on 
student learning, board leadership and its impact on student 
learning, district-wide aligned and rigorous standards-based 
curriculum that prepares students to be globally competitive 
for post-secondary education and work, and empowering 
school and district staff to provide academic and holistic 
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support to at-risk students. Candidates will collaborate with a 
current school superintendent in designing and developing a 
Capstone Project that can be utilized by the participating 
district. (Typically Fall) 
LDG 710 (3) Leading Teaching & Learning Instructional 
Leadership and Graduate Orientation—This course 
provides facilitation of a variety of skills considered essential 
to the successful completion of the Principalship licensure. In 
this course aspiring principal candidates will learn what 
processes ensure congruency between the intended 
curriculum, the taught curriculum, and the assessed 
curriculum. Additionally, essential skills, strategies, and 
understandings are gained to provide a “guaranteed” 
curriculum for every child, every day. Through field study 
candidates learn how to use effective professional 
development protocols to analyze student work, reflect on 
instructional practice, and ensure high quality of differentiated 
instruction for all. An anchor assessment is completed during 
this field study. Module 1: The Viable Curriculum—Processes 
to Align, Audit, Monitor, and Evaluate Curriculum; Module 2: 
Analyzing Student Work—Instruction and Learning 
Interventions; Module 3: Ensuring High Quality Differentiated 
Instruction for All. Clinicals: 10 hours. Fee. (Typically Fall) 
LDG 711 (3) School District Management— This course is a 
combination of clinical field experiences and class work, 
offered in an online environment but utilizing ‘face to face’ 
opportunities as well (hybrid model). Course themes include 
the study of school finance, working with personnel, food 
service, transportation, school safety, district management of 
programs and services, and school based councils. This 
course is grounded in the principals of organizational health 
and servant leadership. Candidates will collaborate with a 
current superintendent in designing and developing a course 
project that can be utilized by the participating district. 
(Typically Spring) 
LDG 712 (3) Systems of Change— This course is a 
combination of clinical field experiences and class work, 
offered in an online environment but utilizing ‘face to face’ 
opportunities as well (hybrid model). Course themes include 
developing skills that facilitate rigorous curriculum, engaging 
instruction, professional development, a comprehensive and 
effective assessment system, and design of preschool, early 
childhood, middle childhood, adolescent and adult education 
that is based on research and best practice.  Candidates will 
collaborate with a current school superintendent in designing 
and developing a course project that can be utilized by the 
participating district. (Typically Spring) 
LDG 718 (3) Understanding Assessment & Monitoring 
Student Performance—This course focuses on developing 
an understanding of the complexity of national, state, and local 
assessment and how to use assessment results to 
communicate meaningful feedback on student performance. 
Candidates learn how to use assessment data to identify 
achievement gaps, determine instructional needs, monitor and 
improve curriculum and instruction. Through a field study and 
an anchor assessment, they use selected protocols to analyze 
student performance, plan and lead school improvement 
efforts. Module 1: Using Assessment to Improve Student 
Achievement; Module 2: Protocols for Analyzing Student 
Performance; Module 3: Using Data to Improve Student 
Achievement. Clinicals: 10 hours. Fee. (Typically Spring) 
LDG 720 (3) Collaborative Performance Appraisal to 
Improve Student Achievement—Foundational to this course 

is a depth of understanding of effective teaching based on a 
clear vision of good instruction that is rigorous, engaging and 
standards-based. Candidates learn how to use the 
collaborative performance appraisal process that includes 
observation, data analysis, and formative and summative 
feedback to build teacher capacity and improve student 
achievement. Additionally, candidates participate in a field 
study and complete an anchor assessment. Module 1: 
Understanding Quality Instruction; Module 2: Observation and 
Quality Feedback; Module 3: Collaborative Planning for 
Professional Growth. Clinicals: 10 hours. Fee. (Typically Fall) 
LDG 722 (3) Financial Resources & Personnel Selection—
This course centers on methods of assessing the dispositions, 
knowledge, and strengths of applicants and selecting the most 
highly qualified candidates who demonstrate knowledge, 
skills, and philosophy aligned to the mission and vision of the 
school. Aspiring principal candidates learn the legal framework 
for selection and hiring staff as well as effective ways in which 
to collaborate with colleagues in the hiring process. 
Candidates are placed with mentor principals to participate in 
the staff selection process. Module 1: Effective Teachers—
Selecting High Quality Personnel; Module 2: Legal Framework 
and Financial Resources that Support Personnel Selection. 
Clinicals: 10 hours. Fee. (Typically Spring) 
LDG 730 (3) Building & Sustaining Professional Learning 
Communities—This course provides candidates an 
opportunity to explore the emerging research about effective 
practices for creating, maintaining, and utilizing Professional 
Learning Communities in schools and districts. Participation in 
both a course and field-based Professional Learning 
Community provides relevant experience to deepen 
understanding of key theoretical concepts and complete an 
anchor assessment. Module 1: Organizing Professional 
Learning Communities around School Vision, Mission, Goals; 
Module 2: Organizing and Managing Shared Work within a 
Professional Learning Community; Module 3: Assessing and 
Sustaining Professional Learning Communities. Clinicals: 10 
hours. Fee. (Typically Fall) 
LDG 748 (3) Organizational Structure to Improve Student 
Achievement—This course centers on the critical significance 
of school improvement that is built upon the foundation of 
mission and vision aligned to shared beliefs, common 
commitments and clear goals for improving student 
achievement. Candidates learn the budgeting process, and 
ways in which to align resources, operational procedures, and 
organizational structures to achieve the vision and mission of 
the school. Candidates also participate in a field study and 
complete an anchor assessment. Module 1: Operational 
Mission, Vision, Shared Commitments and Clear Goals; 
Module 2: Aligning Organizational Structures and Leveraging 
Support to Improve Student Achievement; Module 3: Aligning 
Family and Community Resources to Support Student 
Achievement. Clinicals: 10 hours. Fee. (Typically Summer) 
LDG 750 (3) Using Data to Improve Student 
Achievement—As part of the appraisal process principals 
learn how to construct relevant and manageable data systems 
and efficiently use them to collect, organize and use data for 
regular communication with staff, parents and the greater 
community for school improvement planning and continuous 
improvement of student achievement. Module 1: Data Wise 
Systems; Module 2: Collecting School Improvement Data; 
Module 3: Using Data to Drive Improvement. Clinicals: 10 
hours. Fee. (Typically Spring) 
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LDG 760 (3) Financial Resources & Legal 
Responsibilities—This course centers on the laws, 
regulations, and policies under which the school must function 
in order to provide a safe and welcoming learning climate. The 
course will include topics such as school governance, student 
safety, due process, search and seizure, church and state 
issues, sexual discrimination and harassment, and special 
education. Module 1: School Law, Policies and Regulations; 
Module 2: Student Safety and School Discipline; Module 3: 
Financial Resources. . Clinicals: 10 hours. Fee. (Typically 
Summer) 
LDG 763 (3) Leading Differentiated Instruction—The focus 
of this course is the leader’s role in building collaborative 
structures that provide a pyramid of interventions to ensure 
the learning for each child, every day. Through a field study 
candidates analyze and assess effective collaboration models 
and ways in which the needs of special learners can be met in 
a regular classroom setting. Module 1: Response to 
Intervention (RTI) for Students; Module 2: Building Parent 
Partnerships; Module 3: Assessing Results of RTI and 
Collaborative Models of Instruction. Clinicals: 10 hours. Fee. 
(Typically Fall) 
LDG 775 (3) Capstone Project: Gate 8—This course brings 
together elements of learning in Dimensions 1-6 and 
culminates in a Capstone Project developed around a school 
improvement plan. The Capstone Project is judged by a panel 
of school, district, and higher education faculty. Clinicals: 10 
hours. Fee. (Typically Spring) 
LDG 781 (1) Ed.S. Research Project – Emphasis in the 
course is on the fundamentals of research in education—what 
it involves, research methods, and how to design a research 
project. Specifically the focus is on giving candidates direction 
and support for developing research based on work begun in 
LDG 704 and 705. The culminating project will be a research 
proposal, which will be presented in a written paper format 
along with an oral presentation to faculty. Once commenced, 
continued enrollment in LDG 781 is required until the project is 
considered fully acceptable. Prerequisites: LDG 704 & 705. 
Load Credit/Credit/No Credit. Fee. (Typically Fall & Spring. 
Contract required for each additional term)  

LATIN EDUCATION   
LTG 510 (3) Advanced Topics in Latin Language & 
Literature—Students will work under the direct supervision of 
a faculty member in Latin to select a topic or topics that will 
best supplement and enhance the students' educational 
experience in Latin. Although the student will read primary 
sources, the student will also be exposed to and become 
familiar with secondary material on Latin language and 
literature. Assessment will include one or more of the 
following: oral or written examinations, Latin prose 
composition, a major research paper or project. (Contract 
course) 
LTG 610 (3) Advanced Topics in Roman Culture & 
Civilization—Students will work under the direct supervision 
of a faculty member in Latin to explore an aspect or aspects of 
Roman culture and civilization. Although the student will read 
primary sources, the student will also be exposed to and 
become familiar with secondary material on Roman culture 
and civilization. Assessment will include one or more of the 
following: oral or written examinations, a major research paper 
or project. (Contract course) 

LITERACY  
LTY 591 (1-3) Directed Study in Reading and Writing—
Opportunity for students to do additional study in an area of 
need or interest. Fee. (Contract course) 
LTY 600 (3) Reading & Writing in the Elementary School—
This course seeks to develop the educator’s understanding of 
the socio-cultural, linguistic, psychological, and physiological 
foundations of reading and writing processes, and how these 
impact literacy development. This course develops depth of 
understanding of the developmental stages and principles, 
materials, and methods of instruction involved in becoming 
literate and in using literacy to learn in the elementary grades. 
Emphasis is given to techniques for facilitating writing growth, 
as well as the unique challenges of developing learners’ 
abilities to use writing to demonstrate their learning. Instruction 
will address the use and assessment of Kentucky Academic 
Standards in English/Language Arts for P-5. Clinicals:10 
hours. Fee. (Typically Fall) 
LTY 610 (3) Reading & Writing in the Content Areas in 
Middle/Secondary School—This course focuses on 
principles and methodologies currently in use for enhancing 
literacy in the middle/secondary school. Understanding of 
research findings on best practice for promoting continuous 
progress of diverse adolescent learners in reading 
for aesthetic purposes and the unique demands of 
constructing meaning from informational texts will be applied 
to classroom practice. The integration of content reading and 
writing that results in communicating meaning through various 
types of expository discourse will be addressed. Instruction 
will address the use and assessment of Kentucky Academic 
Standards in English/Language Arts for 6-12. Clinicals: 10 
hours. Fee. (Typically Fall) 
LTY 620 (3) Clinical Assessment of Literacy—This course 
promotes the educator’s understanding of materials and 
approaches for assessing oral language, reading, and writing 
needs of children and adolescents who struggle in learning to 
construct meaning from text and/or communicate through 
writing. While familiarity with summative assessment 
measures is developed, emphasis is placed on the use of 
formative assessment to inform instructional interventions with 
remedial students. Instruction will address the use of formative 
and summative literacy assessments for diagnosing the gaps 
in students’ knowledge and skills based on the Kentucky 
Academic Standards in English/Language Arts for P-12. In the 
embedded clinical experience, the educator will work with a 
child or adolescent referred to the Asbury University clinic to 
assess the child or adolescent’s strengths and areas of need 
related to reading and/or writing. Based on the referral 
information, the educator will select, administer, and interpret 
the results of appropriate instruments, and develop a work 
sample that provides guidance, based on assessment results, 
to inform the selection of instructional interventions that are 
aligned to Kentucky Academic Standards in English/Language 
Arts for P-12. Clinicals: 15 hours. Prerequisites: LTY 600, 610. 
Fee. (Typically Fall)    NOTE: Students (P-12) who have been 
clinically assessed become part of our Reading Clinic that 
provides the Literacy Interventions Clinical for our candidates.  
LTY 630 (3) Literacy Interventions Clinical—This clinical 
interventions course follows “Clinical Assessment of Literacy”. 
It develops an in-depth understanding of various approaches 
and strategies suggested by best practice research as being 
effective in helping learners overcome reading and writing 
difficulties, and the collaborative role of the literacy specialist 
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in working with the general educator to promote the 
continuous literacy progress of all students. Candidates will 
use first-hand experiences in using various “best practice” 
approaches and strategies as she/he tutors a child or 
adolescent in the reading clinic. Instruction will address 
strategies for closing the gaps in students’ knowledge and 
skills based on the Kentucky Academic Standards in 
English/Language Arts for P-12. Clinicals: 15 hours. 
Prerequisite: LTY 620. Fee. (Typically Spring) 
LTY 640 (2) Professional Development Seminar—This 
course involves the educator in crafting her/his professional 
development plan for gaining additional literacy knowledge 
and skills through district/school-based opportunities, 
professional reading, and professional conferences. Using 
“Standards for Reading Professionals-Reading Specialist 
Candidate” as a benchmark, the student will assess her/his 
present level of development, devise a concrete plan of action 
for addressing areas of need, implement the plan, and report 
on the results. Clinicals: 10 hours. Fee. (Typically Spring) 
LTY 642 (3) Investigations in Literacy—This course involves 
the educator in identifying, explaining, and comparing theories 
in language development and literacy learning. Building on 
this theoretical foundation, it develops the student’s 
knowledge of the history of literacy research and of major 
literacy studies—both classic and contemporary—that informs 
best practice in literacy instruction. An emphasis is given to 
identifying gaps in research-based knowledge and guiding 
educators to develop questions related to literacy education 
that she/he would like to investigate through an action 
research approach. Clinicals: 20 hours. Fee. (Typically Spring) 
LTY 644 (3) Leadership in Literacy Programs—This course 
encompasses special topics related to the role of the literacy 
specialist in providing school/community leadership for the 
enhancement of literacy education. Topics will include 
curriculum and program evaluation, development of literacy 
coaching skills, development of skills (using technology) for 
collecting, analyzing, diagnosing, prescribing, and reporting 
literacy data trends, building capacity for collaboration 
between general and special educators, providing professional 
development workshops, grant writing, collaborating with and 
empowering diverse families, and building community/school 
partnerships. Fee. (Typically Summer) 

MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION  
MBA 511 (3) History of Business, Faith & Ethics—The 
purpose of this class is to unite key business principles with 
theological insights as an opening course for students in the 
Dayton School of Business MBA program. Understanding our 
Christian anthropology, in addition to our heritage and key 
beliefs, is a necessary antecedent to graduate work in 
business at Asbury University. People of faith, like everyone 
else, are active participants in a business-dominated world. 
Developing a clear understanding of how the business world 
runs, and more importantly, having our faith perspective define 
and dictate how we understand and behave within this world—
is the primary intent of the class. This course will specifically 
explore the history of Christianity and commercial exchange, 
humans as image bearers of a productive and relational 
Creator, case study examples of faith-motivated ventures and 
entrepreneurial endeavors through history, and reflection upon 
redemptive business practice. (Typically Fall) 
MBA 512 (3) Accounting—This course is geared towards 
managers and their need to utilize accounting information to 

make decisions. This course will help the student understand 
the key financial statements as well as key managerial 
financial reports. Financial statement analysis as well as 
break-even and pricing analysis will be covered so that better 
business decisions can be made. (Typically Fall) 
MBA 513 (3) Financial Management—Financial 
management concepts such as present value, stock and bond 
valuation, capital budgeting, capital structures, financial 
forecasting, and working capital management will be covered. 
Additional subjects will include valuations, and different 
sources and uses of capital available in order for the leaders 
to be good stewards of the organization. Prerequisite: MBA 
512. (Typically Spring) 
MBA 514 (3) Business Ethics—This course will explore the 
more common ethical traditions and their moral claims relative 
to the marketplace and the business environment. Moreover, 
topics of spirituality, business ethics, and calling from a 
Christian perspective will be explored from a faith-based 
perspective. (Typically Summer)  
MBA515 (3) Strategic Leadership—This course provides 
practical understandings into internal and external factors 
which impact the effectiveness of leaders and an 
understanding of the dynamics of leadership skills and 
behaviors necessary to function in a competitive, international 
environment. Topics such as characteristics of leaders, 
change leadership, transformational leadership, and servant 
leadership will be covered. . (Typically Spring) 
MBA 516 (3) Strategic Marketing—A study of current 
challenges in today‘s global marketing environment. A key 
aspect is understanding the need to develop a competitive 
advantage by creating customer value. Further understanding 
of marketing strategies, positioning, market segmentation, 
pricing, communication, and distribution channels will take 
place. Emphasis will be on developing skill for entering new 
markets. (Typically Fall) 
MBA 517 (3) Managerial Economics—This course is a study 
of economic decision-making in today’s business firm. 
Students will develop fluency with the language and concepts 
of economics and a strong economic intuition. Students will 
gain an understanding of selected economics-based decision-
making tools and the impact and interaction of the structure of 
an industry on competition. The course emphasizes the logical 
foundations of economic analysis and managerial decision-
making. Advanced estimation techniques such as multivariate 
regression will also be incorporated into the course. (Typically 
Spring) 
MBA 518 (3) Business Analytics—An overview of design, 
control, and improvement of production and service systems. 
Topics including operations strategies, product design, 
process selection, and quality management are covered. This 
course will also utilize tools to aid decision- making. Skills 
such as data collection, preparation, analysis, and 
interpretation will be taught. (Typically Summer) 
MBA 519 (3) Business Law—An overview of commercial law 
related to business transactions and the legal frameworks that 
regulate companies and industries. Topics include commercial 
paper (checks, promissory notes, certificates of deposit, etc.); 
credit transactions and security devices (mortgages, pledges, 
liens, etc.); agency; and bankruptcy. (Typically Summer) 
MBA 611 (3) Entrepreneurship & Innovation—A study of 
entrepreneurship and the skills and practices needed to 
launch a sustainable venture. This involves understanding 
how to stimulate creativity, innovation management, new 
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product development, and becoming a learning organization. 
(Typically Spring) 
MBA 612 (3) Social Entrepreneurship—A study of the 
business principles that are being applied to solving the 
world‘s humanitarian problems such as poverty, 
homelessness, malnutrition, and infectious diseases. This 
course introduces the field of social entrepreneurship and the 
effective governance of nonprofit organizations. (Typically 
Summer) 
MBA 614 (3) Capstone Project—In this course, students will 
experience an intensive study week that serves as a 
comprehensive class for the entire MBA program at Asbury 
University. Specific attention will be given to the origination, 
implementation, and sustainable cultivation of a business 
project, firm, or organization. Attention will be given to 
considerations in the triple bottom line. (Typically Spring) 
MBA 615 (3) International Business— A survey of the 
organization and management of international business 
stressing the effects of international cultural, economic, and 
legal factors on the management function. Typical factors 
examined are export and import trade, transnational 
investment, finance, marketing, production, taxation, and the 
role of the U.S. national in multinational organizations. 
(Typically Fall) 
MBA 616 (3) HR/Org Behavior— The processes inherent in 
effective management of the organization’s human resources. 
Topics include: employee selection, training, and 
development; design of compensation and reward systems; 
applied motivation models; and current issues in the 
management of human resources. (Typically Fall)           
MBA 635 (3) Mentored Experience—This constitutes a 
mentored fieldwork experience in a business organization. It 
may be either an internship or co-op position in which the 
student is assigned specific tasks to be accomplished during 
their tenure with the company. A mentor will also be assigned 
to the student to guide them in the integration of faith and work 
as they complete their fieldwork. The student will meet 
regularly with the mentor and be required to keep a journal 
throughout the assignment. [Approval required.]  (Contract 
course) 
MBA 693 (1-3) MBA Seminar—Designated special-interest 
classes, seminars, or field experiences supervised by faculty, 
with the appropriate course requirements. Credit may be given 
more than once. (Contract course) 

MEDIA COMMUNICATION GRADUATE 
MCG 511 (3) Directing the Narrative Film—An introduction 
to directing for film. We will cover all the things it takes to 
direct a short or feature-length film such as developing a 
visual language, understanding subtext, learning to direct 
actors, and executing the theme of your film through directing 
choices. Each student will be responsible for directing one 
project that will be submitted to the Highbridge Film Festival or 
other festival approved by your graduate advisor. In addition, 
we will be doing in-class workshops that cover actor coaching, 
creating shot lists and storyboards, and re-writing. On-campus 
only. (Typically Fall) 
MCG 520 (3) Design for Film, Television, & Theatre—
Students will explore how design influences storytelling by 
studying design concepts for film, television and theatre. They 
will learn how to analyze a script and create a design plan 
including costuming, sets, and props. Online only. (Typically 
Spring)  

MCG 524 (3) Producing for Film & Television—This course 
will explore the essential principles of producing for film and 
television. It will examine key concepts in financing, 
monetization, distribution, crew hiring, budgeting, working with 
guilds, form creation, entertainment management, and various 
aspects of hands-on producing. Prerequisite: MC 200. 
(Typically Fall) 
MCG 525 (3) Sports Storytelling—This online course will 
focus on sports storytelling and the creative theories and 
practices used by producers, directors and production 
personnel as executed across all visual media platforms (live 
event coverage, studio shows, documentaries, and feature 
stories, and digital programming.)  Prerequisite: DSG 550. 
Online only. (Typically Fall) 
MCG 528 (3) Editing Practice & Theory—This course will 
explore the practicalities and theories of film and video editing. 
It will provide advanced software editing techniques and the 
complicated procedures of post-production with an emphasis 
on importing footage and exporting to various formats. The 
course will also explore key aesthetic approaches to editing 
narrative film. Online only. (Typically Spring) 
MCG 530 (3) Media Ministry & the Church—This course will 
study the rapidly growing world of media ministry. Students 
will explore how multi-media can enhance worship, and 
inspire, inform and educate the congregation. Students will 
learn how to craft powerful narratives by combining scriptural 
truths with media production. The class will include theoretical 
study as well as practical application in the form of a final 
project that they will create for their respective congregations. 
Online only. (Typically every other Summer) 
MCG 532 (3) Sundance: Study of Independent Cinema—
Students will study a brief history of the “Indie” movement and 
learn about the art, culture and commerce of the festival. They 
will gain an understanding of how independent films are 
developed, bought, and sold through the Sundance venue. In 
addition to this, students will study the concept of redemptive 
cinema and explore how God uses secular film to speak truth 
to diverse audiences. The festival will serve as a laboratory for 
students as they attend screenings, discussions, and 
seminars on a variety of industry-specific topics. Off-campus 
Travel Course. (Typically Spring) 
MCG 533 (3) Advanced Journalistic Research & Writing— 
A rigorous examination and grounding in research and 
investigative methods from preparing for interviews to records 
searching, from computer assisted reporting to the use of the 
Freedom of information Act. How to verify sources, detect and 
avoid "fake news". Course will be online and include a trip to 
New York City or Washington, DE, for reporting and research. 
Online and Off-campus Travel Course. (Typically Fall) 
MCG 560 (3) Underwater Cinematography—We will 
examine the world of underwater cinematography and 
filmmaking, the equipment, underwater skills, lighting 
techniques, storytelling aspects and camera control necessary 
to capture quality underwater imagery. This will be a two-week 
intensive summer class. Prerequisite: MC 302. On-campus 
only. (Typically Summer) 
MCG 590 (3) Sound for Picture— An in-depth study of the 
techniques used in creating and editing sound when related to 
motion picutre. Topics include sound recording and editing, 
ADR, Fole, sound mixing, workflows and delivery methods. 
Pre-requisite MC 121. (Typically every other Fall) 
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MATHEMATICS EDUCATION   
MTG 510 (3) Advanced Topics in Mathematics I—Students 
will work under the direct supervision of a faculty member in 
the mathematics department to select topics that will best 
supplement and enhance the student's educational 
experience in the mathematical sciences. This process will 
involve diagnostic tests, student surveys, and individual 
student/teacher conferences. Progress in the resulting 
professional development plan will be assessed from assigned 
written work, research reports, tests, and oral presentations. 
(Contract course) 
MTG 610 (3) Advanced Topics in Mathematics II—This 
course focuses on mastery of the standards for mathematics 
with the purpose of developing highly qualified grades 8-12 
mathematics content experts. Topics include algebraic 
thinking, functions, geometry, calculus, linear algebra, 
statistics and probability. In addition, information obtained from 
assessments and surveys in MTG510 will be utilized to create 
and implement professional development plans for students. 
Prerequisite: MTG 510. (Contract course) 

NONPROFIT MANAGEMENT 
NPM 522 (3) Nonprofit Financial Management —The 
course covers skills for budget development, financial 
forecasting and analysis. Skills such as data collection, 
preparation, analysis, and interpretation will be taught. This 
course will also utilize tools to aid decision making. Financial 
management concepts such as financial forecasting and 
working capital management will be covered. (Typically Fall) 
NPM 523 (3) Strategic Fundraising—Covers funding topics 
such as the running of an annual campaign, membership 
driven fundraising, corporate gifts, estate giving as well as 
grant writing. (Typically Spring) 
NPM 525 (3) Board & Leadership Development—This 
course is focused on the relationship between staff executives 
and volunteer leadership. Topics such as recruitment, 
development of volunteer boards, maturity of boards and 
succession planning will be covered. (Typically Spring) 
NPM 526 (3) Nonprofit Marketing—This course challenges 
students with case studies and familiarizes them with strategic 
management tools such as media monitoring, crisis planning, 
content analysis and questionnaire development. Aspects 
such as brand development and protection, services 
marketing, the duality of donor and recipient marketing 
relationships will also be addressed. (Typically Fall)  
NPM 528 (3) Project Management—Nonprofit organizations 
are constantly being challenged to reinvent themselves and 
their programs while staying true to their mission. This course 
considers the challenge of creating new program and service 
offerings as well as how to encourage entrepreneurial thinking 
within the organization. (Typically Summer) 
NPM 625 (3) Global Issues—This course is designed to 
enhance awareness of global issues affecting nonprofit 
organizations. The range of contemporary topics include: 1) 
ethnic and cultural factors that lead to conflict; 2) international 
social justice issues; 3) cross-border global issues; 4) the 
intersection of state and religion; 5) technology; and 6) other 
issues relating to globalization. (Typically Fall) 
NPM 626 (3) Human Resource Management in 
Nonprofits—A study of issues related to attracting, 
motivating, and retaining employees (both paid and volunteer). 
This course discusses the activities of planning staffing, 
appraising, compensating, training and developing, improving, 

and establishing work relationships with employees. A focus 
on the development of skills in the recruiting and leading of 
paid and volunteer teams. (Typically Fall)  

SPECIAL EDUCATION   
SEG 520 (3) Exceptional Learner in the General Education 
Classroom— An introduction to the various contemporary 
areas of special education focused on the learning needs of 
students with disabilities (including intellectual, behavioral, 
physical, or sensory disabilities) and students identified as 
gifted and talented. Emphasis will be placed on the principles 
and procedures for educational programs to accommodate 
students with disabilities in general education settings. 
Clinical: 10 hours. Fee. (Typically Fall & Summer) 
SEG 630 (3) Behavioral Intervention of Students with 
Learning & Behavior Disabilities—This course offers 
principles and techniques for managing the behavior of 
children and youth with disabilities. Preventive, supportive, 
and corrective techniques are included. The focus of the 
course will be on applied behavior analysis and the designing 
and implementing of behavioral management plans. 
Consultation techniques for indirect service to students will be 
included. Clinicals: 10 hours. Prerequisite: SEG 520 or 
equivalent. Fee. (Typically Spring) 
SEG 632 (3) Collaboration & Advocacy for Special 
Populations—This course focuses on collaborative models 
and appropriate techniques for cooperative working 
relationships in the school setting. Pertinent legislation and 
issues of advocacy for the student, parent, and teacher will be 
explored and applied to current principles for the development 
of educational programming for students with disabilities. 
Clinicals: 5 hours. Prerequisite: SEG 520 or equivalent. Fee. 
(Typically Spring) 
SEG 634 (3) Early Childhood Education of Special 
Populations—An overview of the special needs of young 
children including the discussions of historical and empirical 
support for providing early intervention services; assessment, 
instructional methodologies, family involvement and including 
children with and without disabilities. Attention will be given to 
assessing and assisting achievement of cognitive, language, 
social, and motor skills. Clinicals: 5 hours. Prerequisite: SEG 
520 or equivalent. Fee. (Typically Fall) 
SEG 638 (3) Introduction to Students with Learning & 
Behavior Disabilities—The learning, behavioral, and 
emotional problems of children and youth are explored in the 
context of theory, etiology, assessment, and practice. Issues 
of educational programming and community agency support 
are considered. (Field experience required) Clinicals: 5 hours. 
Prerequisite: SEG 520 or equivalent. Fee. (Typically Fall & 
Summer) 
SEG 640 (3) Language Learning & Literacy for Special 
Populations—An in-depth look at theories and research in 
oracy and literacy acquisition. Attention will be given to 
identifying students with perceptual and language processing 
difficulties as well as developing expertise in appropriate 
instructional strategies. Clinicals: 10 hours. Fee. (Typically 
Spring)  
SEG 660 (3) Methods & Assessment for Special 
Populations I—The administration of formal achievement 
testing and informal measures of curriculum-based 
assessment will be addressed. Emphasis will be on the IEP 
development and educational programming for students with 
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disabilities. Clinicals: 15 hours. Prerequisites: SEG 630, 638. 
Fee. (Typically Fall) 
SEG 670 (3) Research Statistics & Single-Case Design—
This course enables students to read, interpret, and use 
single-case research design methods for students with 
disabilities in the classroom setting. Proposal components of 
the exit research project are completed in this course. 
Clinicals: 10 hours. Prerequisite: SEG 660. Fee. (Typically 
Summer) 
SEG 672 (3) Methods & Assessment for Special 
Populations II—A more intensive study of assessment 
related to the individual progress of students in individual 
group settings will occur. Monitoring of individual progress and 
the implementation of systematic teaching procedures and 
cognitive strategies are addressed. Clinicals: 15 hours. 
Prerequisite: SEG 660. Fee. (Typically Spring) 

SPANISH EDUCATION    
SPG 510 (3) Advanced Topics in Spanish—Students will 
work under the direct supervision of a faculty member in 
Spanish to select a topic or topics that will best supplement 
and enhance the student’s educational preparation in Spanish. 
A course plan will be mutually agreed upon and undertaken by 
the student. Evaluation of the student’s work may be through 
assigned written work, research reports, tests, oral 
presentations, conferences with faculty, etc. (Contract course) 
SPG 610 (3) Advanced Independent Research in 
Spanish—The student will select a topic (or topics) of 
importance in the area of Spanish language, literature, 
linguistics or culture that is (are) appropriate to the 
professional development of a P-12 Spanish educator. 
Assessment will include one or more of the following: oral or 
written examinations, a major research paper or project. 
(Contract course) 

SOCIAL STUDIES EDUCATION  
SSG 510 (3) Advanced Topics in History—Students will 
work under the direct supervision of a faculty member in the 
History Department to select topics that will best supplement 
and enhance the student’s educational experience in history. 
The student will complete readings from an assigned 
bibliography that includes both primary and secondary 
sources and prepare a series of evaluative reports on the 
readings. Oral presentations may also be required. (Contract 
course) 
SSG 610 (3) Advanced Independent Research—Students 
will work under the direct supervision of a faculty member in 
the History Department to select, design, and carry to 
completion a research project in history. The project should 
represent original research in either the general field of 
historical studies or the area of history education. The 
project’s finished product should rise to the level of a paper or 
article suitable for publication and/or presentation at a 
professional meeting. (Contract course)  

TEACHING ESL 
TEL 500 (3) Introduction to Teaching English as a Second 
Language—Presents theories of language learning and 
factors which impede language learning. Designed to provide 
theoretical and practical experience in language acquisition. 

Students will provide tutorial assistance to non-native English 
speakers. Clinicals:10 hours. Fee. (Typically Fall) 
TEL 531 (3) Linguistics & Advanced Grammar—An 
introduction to the phonology, morphology, and syntax of the 
English language. Fee. (Typically Fall) 
TEL 535 (3) Sound Systems of Language—Phonetics 
involves the study of human speech sounds, including 
articulatory phonetics, acoustic phonetics, and auditory 
phonetics. Phonology is the study of sound systems of 
languages, including how phonemes and allophones form 
integrated systems in particular languages resulting in 
differences from one language to another. Clinicals: 10 hours. 
Prerequisite: TEL 531. Fee. (Typically Spring) 
TEL 536 (3) Grammatical Structure of Language—
Morphology is the word formation system of languages, 
including how morpheme and allomorphs form integrated 
systems in particular languages resulting in differences from 
one language to another. The study moves to syntax and how 
these smaller units are used to form sentences and how 
sentences relate to one another. Clinicals: 10 hours. 
Prerequisite: TEL 531. Fee. (Typically Spring) 
TEL 618 (3) Teaching ESL Methods I/Culture—Addresses 
current methods and materials for teaching English as a 
Second Language with a particular emphasis on culturally 
responsive instruction. Focuses on theory made practical with 
a strong emphasis on ethical and intercultural sensitivity. 
Includes practicum experiences to ensure classroom 
confidence and success. Clinicals: 10 hours. Prerequisites: 
TEL 500, 531. Fee. (Typically Fall) 
TEL 619 (3) ESL Methods II/Assessment—Addresses 
methods of assessment for teaching English Learners (EL) 
with an emphasis on a systemic assessment process as well 
as ethical and intercultural sensitivity. Students will be 
introduced to criteria to ensure consistent identification of EL 
students, as well as to determine their eligibility, placement 
and duration of programs and services based on English 
language proficiency assessment. Candidates will acquire 
knowledge and skills related to language proficiency 
assessments that are linked to the new common curriculum, 
appropriate standardized assessments and formative and 
summative assessments used for English Learners. 
Candidates will be prepared to analyze assessment results to 
create intervention plans and to design instruction and monitor 
progress for English Learners. This course is designed to 
provide methods for assessing the effectiveness of school-
based language instructional programs to inform future 
program improvements. Clinicals: 10 hours. Prerequisite: TEL 
618. Fee. (Typically Spring)  

UNIVERSITY STUDIES   
UNV 510 (0.5-1) Strategies for College Success—
Strategies for college success is offered for students in an 
approved support program. The course is designed to help the 
student: (1) identify personal strengths and weaknesses; (2) 
create an individual college plan; (3) demonstrate competency 
in note-taking; (4) complete weekly management sheets; (5) 
demonstrate writing competency in journal writing. This 
seminar provides a systematic structure to address the above 
concerns. No more than one semester hour may be applied 
toward the total required semester hours for graduation. 
Credit/No Credit. (Contract course) 

 


